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Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 1
Class 1 Summaries

- What is a computer?
  Computer ఏమిటి అంటే?

- Working with Computer.
  Computer తో పనిచేయటం.

- Parts of computer.
  Computer లోని భాగాలు.

- How to switch on Desktop, laptop or notebook computer.
  Desktop, laptop లేక notebook computer లని ఎలా switch on చేస్తాము?

- Difference between mouse and touchpad.
  Mouse మరియు touchpad మధ్య తేడాలు?

- How to operate desktop, laptop or notebook.
  Desktop, laptop లేక notebook లని ఎలా operate చేయాలి?

- How to shut down computer?
  Computer ని ఎలా shutdown చేయాలి?

Explain about this class before start.
ాస్ మ౉లలేయ టుడు ఈ ాస్ రరింంంి వరరింంంి

Now let’s start video!
ఇుడు వీియోని start చేద్దాము!

1. To stop video time at 1 minute 12 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what will we learn today?
2. To stop video time at 1 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video on given time and ask what is a computer?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

3. To stop video time at 2 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop the video here and ask, what are people doing people in this picture.
4. To stop video time at 2 minute 58 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask can we use computers for these tasks?
ఇక్కడ వీడియో ను ప్రతిష్ఠించంటే, ఈ పనులను మనం కొని సాధనం చేయవచ్చు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
హాముడు ఇంతకే సాధనం సాధించండి, తక్కి సాధనం మనం చేయవచ్చు?
play చేయండి.

5. To stop video time at 3 minute 17 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students if they have any doubt.
ఇక్కడ వీడియో ను ప్రతిష్ఠించంటే, వారు ఈ పనులను మనం చేసాం?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
హాముడు ఇంతకే సాధనం సాధించండి, తక్కి సాధనం మనం చేయవచ్చు?
play చేయండి.
6. To stop video time at 3 minute 31 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what all can one do with computers?
ల్యాండి మీద కంప్యూటర్లు లేదని చేసిన వింతలు అన్ని చేయగలరని అవసరం?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
ఇవి అనుసరించండి మరియు సరైన జాబిలను కొట్ల ప్రయత్నం చేయండి.

7. To stop video time at 4 minute 11 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if one can use computers in a ‘Library’ or not?
ఇక్కడ కంప్యూటర్లు ఉపయోగించవచ్చు అనే ప్రయత్నం చేసిన వింతలు నాలుగు మంది అనుసరించండి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
ఇవి అనుసరించండి మరియు సరైన జాబిలను కొట్ల ప్రయత్నం చేయండి.
8. To stop video time at 4 minute 51 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if one can use computers in a ‘Bank’ or not?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి ఎస్సెస్ కొసం వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి ప్లే చేయంి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

9. To stop video time at 5 minute 21 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if one can use computers in a ‘Railway station’ or not?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి,computers ని ‘Railway station’ లో ఉపయోగంరచ్చు లేద్ద అని అడగంి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
10. To stop video time at 6 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why we use a ‘Radio’?
ఇకకడ మీరు వీడియోని ఆపండి, ‘Radio’ ను మనము ఎందుకు ఉపయోగిస్తాము?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
జవాబులని వనండి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీడియోని మరో కోసం ప్లే చేసండి.

11. To stop video time at 6 minute 37 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why we use ‘TV’?
ఇకకడ మీరు వీడియోని ఆపండి, మనము ‘TV’ ను ఎందుకు ఉపయోగిస్తాము?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
జవాబులని వనండి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీడియోని మరో కోసం ప్లే చేసండి.
12. To stop video time at 7 minute 02 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what all of you use for drawing?
ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, drawing కి మీరంల ఎందుకం ఉండదు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాడలను వంటిది మీరంల సారాంశ వంటి విషయానికి మరోకస్తరి ప్లే చేయండి.

13. To stop video time at 8 minute 33 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if you can blow a balloon with help of computers or not?
ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, computers సహాయతో బెలున్ ని ఊలగలరాలి లేదా అనేకం?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాడలను వంటిది మీరంల సారాంశ వంటి విషయానికి మరోకస్తరి ప్లే చేయండి.

14. To stop video time at 8 minute 46 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if you can do simple maths like addition or subtraction by using a computer?
ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, computers సహాయంతో simple maths చేస్తున్నాడు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాడలను వంటిది మీరంల సారాంశ వంటి విషయానికి మరోకస్తరి ప్లే చేయండి.
Stop video here and ask them if they can do simple math like addition or subtraction by using computers?

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, వాళ్ళర తేలికైన లెకకలని వాళ్ళర computers సహాయంతో చేయగలరా?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

15. To stop video time at 9 minute 12 seconds in VLC Media Player.
16. To stop video time at 9 minute 34 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can bake bread by using computers?
ఇకకడ వీయోని ఆపండి అయిన అందులో computers ఉపయోగం bread తిప్పడం ప్రశ్నలు అటుస్తారు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
జవాబులను వనియించండి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీయోని మరోకస్తరి play చేయండి.

17. To stop video time at 10 minute 04 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask there are how many types of computer?
ఇకకడ వీయోని ఆపండి అయిన అందులో computers ఉన్నా యి ఎంత తిప్పడం?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
జవాబులను వనియించండి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీయోని మరోకస్తరి play చేయండి.
18. To stop video time at 13 minute 31 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask which computer they have, on which they are working?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

19. To stop video time at 14 minute 03 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask how to open a laptop or a notebook?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
20. To stop video time at 15 minute 57 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask what is this screen called which is shown in the given video?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

21. To stop video time at 20 minute 55 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask students to move the pointer by using mouse/touchpad as explained in the video and then play the video again.

22. To stop video time at 21 minute 03 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask how to shutdown the computer?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

హేపాలి మాట్లాడే వివరాలను పాటు వాడాలి మరియు మరొక సాధనం మార్పులు ఉండాలి అతి ప్రతి వీడియో ప్లే చేయండి.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 2
Class 2 Summaries

✓ What is a computer?
  Computer ఎంత మామలు?
✓ Working with Computer.
  Computer తో పనిచేయండి.
✓ Parts of computer.
  Computer లోని భాగాలు.
✓ How to switch on Desktop, laptop or notebook computer.
  Desktop, laptop లేదా notebook computer లని ఎలా switch చేస్తాం?
✓ Difference between mouse and touchpad.
  Mouse మరియు touchpad మధ్య తేడాలు?
✓ How to operate desktop, laptop or notebook.
  Desktop, laptop లేదా notebook లని ఎలా operate చేయాలి?
✓ How use ‘Line tool’?
  ‘Line tool’ ని ఎలా ఉపయోగంచుమని?
✓ Draw some picture with help of ‘Line tool’.
  ‘Line tool’ ని ఎలా ఉపయోగంచి కొనించండి?
✓ How to use ‘Eraser tool’?
  ‘Eraser tool’ ని ఎలా ఉపయోగంచాలి?
✓ How can shut down computer.
  Computer ని ఎలా shutdown చేయాలి?

Explain about this class before start.
Now let’s start video.
అంచిన తరచుగా start చేసాం!
23. To stop video time at 19 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what have they learnt in previous class?
ఇక్కడ డీవియోని ఆపండి, రెండవ కుడి కాలం నాటి ఎండు నేరు కున్నా రు? అంటే అదిని
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

అని అడగంం అని అడగంం కంటి రెండం నాటి ఎండు నేరు కంటి మరొక పలు సాధనాలు

24. To stop video time at 25 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask where all we can use a computer?
ఇక్కడ డీవియోని ఆపండి, మనం కంటి computer ని ఎండు నేరు కంటి ఎండు నేరు కంటి మరొక పలు సాధనాలు
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

అని అడగంం అని అడగంం కంటి రెండం నాటి ఎండు నేరు కంటి మరొక పలు సాధనాలు

16
25. To stop video time at 49 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what all work can we do with help of computers?
ఇకక డీయియోని ఆపంచి, computers సహాయంతో మనము ఏమేమి పనులు చేయరాయంచు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

26. To stop video time at 1 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how many types of computers are there?
ఇకక డీయియోని ఆపంచి, ఎని రాలైన computers ఉన్నాయి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
27. To stop video time at 1 minute 43 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what is the difference between ‘Mouse’ and ‘Touch pad’?
ఇకా డీ వీడియోని ఆపండి, ‘Mouse’ మరియు ‘Touchpad’ మధ్య మరియు ఉన్నా విభిన్నతులు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాటిని వనండి మరియు సరైన వాటిని కొసం వీడియోని మరోకస్తరి play చేయండి.

28. To stop video time at 2 minute 09 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to switch on the computers?
ఇకా డీ వీడియోని ఆపండి, computers ని ఎలా switch on చేయాలి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాటిని వనండి మరియు సరైన వాటిని కొసం వీడియోని మరోకస్తరి play చేయండి.
29. To stop video time at 2 minute 25 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they know what is the correct method to open Laptop/Notebook computer?

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, Laptop/Notebook computer ని open చేయాలా?? అని అడగంి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

30. To stop video time at 3 minute 58 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what will they learn today?

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, ఈ రొజు వాళ్ళర ఏమి నేరుు కుంటారు ?? అని అడగంి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
31. To stop video time at 4 minute 44 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what is MS-Paint and why we use it?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

32. To stop video time at 5 minute 12 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they can open MS-Paint file?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
33. **To stop video time at 6 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Start button’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

34. **To stop video time at 7 minute 16 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Accessory’ option as shown in the video.

35. **To stop video time at 7 minute 28 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to click on the Paint option as shown in the video.

Now just check and then play the video again.
36. To stop video time at 8 minute 27 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look in front on the screen and tell what is this called?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

37. To stop video time at 9 minute 03 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they can tell what is this box called?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
38. To stop video time at 9 minute 21 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask them if they know what are these buttons called and for what purpose are they used?
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, ఇల్ బండ్స్ ని ఎలా వాడతారు, వద్దయ రుులని వీియో లో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా నిలించించా అడగంి?

39. To stop video time at 9 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to use these buttons?
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, ఇల్ బండ్స్ ని ఎలా వాడతారు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

18. To stop video time at 12 minute 03 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to minimize the MS-Paint file as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, ఇల్ బండ్స్ ని ఎలా వాడతారు?
MS-Paint file ని Minimize నిలించాదని అడగంి తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.
19. To stop video time at 13 minute 11 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Restore button’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇక్కడ వీడియో పంచి, వాంటి ప్రశ్నన సిద్ధి మీరు తయారు చేస్తుంది. ఇక్కడ వీడియో పంచి ప్రశ్నన సిద్ధి మీరు తయారు చేస్తుంది. వాంటి వీడియో పంచి ప్రశ్నన సిద్ధి మీరు తయారు చేస్తుంది.

20. To stop video time at 13 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask what is ‘Task bar’?
ఇక్కడ వీడియో పంచి, ‘Task bar’ అంటే ఏమిటి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
సరైన జవాబు నిమిచగా నీన్న సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీడియోని మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీడియో మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీడియో పంచి ప్రశ్నన సిద్ధి మీరు తయారు చేస్తుంది.

21. To stop video time at 14 minute 45 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask what is this tool called which is highlighted in red circle?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, red circle లో highlight చేయిన tool ని మామిడాం? అని అడగంి.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాసిన విందు మాత్రమే నంది రాయండి మిమలిన మాస్ట ప్లే నియమం

40. To stop video time at 14 minute 56 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Let's see why and how we use line tool?

Stop video here and ask why we use ‘Line tool’?
అందుకే మిమలిన అంటాం, మంచము ‘Line tool’ ఎలా ఉపయోగిస్తాం? అని 
అడగంి.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాసిన విందు మాత్రమే నంది రాయండి మిమలిన మాస్ట ప్లే నియమం

41. To stop video time at 16 minute 25 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Look at the given picture and say with which tool has this been made?

వీయో నియమం లో గుడ పిక్చర్ కంటే ఎందుకు పైన్ తయారించబడింది?
Stop video here and ask which tool will be used to draw this picture?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయ రుులని వీయోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా ‘Line tool’ ని గీయమని అడగంి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనంతం సరిపి గీయమని అడగంి మొట్టమే వివిధ మాధ్యమిక ప్రక్రియ ప్రకారం ప్రమాణం ప్రతి పటానికి కూడా వేసవి లభిస్తుంది.

42. To stop video time at 17 minute 04 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయ రుులని వీయోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా ‘Line tool’ ని రుద్దాలి అడగంి.

43. To stop video time at 17 minute 22 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw a line as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయ రుులని వీయోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా ఒక line ని గీయమని అడగంి.

44. To stop video time at 18 minute 03 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.
Now just check and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయ రుులని వీయోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా ఎలా చెరపాలి లేక రుద్దాలి? అని అడగంి.

45. To stop video time at 18 minute 27 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask how to erase or rub out the pictures?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయ రుులని వీయోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా ఎలా చెరపాలి లేక రుద్దాలి? అని అడగంి.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
46. To stop video time at 19 minute 02 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Eraser tool’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

47. To stop video time at 19 minute 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to erase the line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

48. To stop video time at 20 minute 09 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video.

49. To stop video time at 20 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask which tool will be used to draw this picture?

సందర్భ లో మీదుగా కంటే హామి అవిష్కరించండి, ఇది picture ని గీయుండి ఇది tool జాగరును? 

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

50. To stop video time at 21 minute 04 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

51. To stop video time at 21 minute 21 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw a line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

52. To stop video time at 21 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw a line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

53. To stop video time at 22 minute 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw a line as shown in the video.

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి,వద్దయ రుులని వీియోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా line ని గీయమని అడగంి.

Now just check and then play the video again.

ఇుడు   చెక్ చేసి ,వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

54. To stop video time at 22 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to close MS-Paint file?

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, MS-Paint file ని close చేయమని అడగంి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

సరిపోయినపి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

55. To stop video time at 22 minute 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Close button’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి,వద్దయ రుులని వీియోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా ‘close button’ని కూడా రుుతున్న వధ్ముగా అడగంి. సరిపోయినపి మరియు వధ్ముగా play చేయంి.

56. To stop video time at 23 minute 13 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to click on ‘Don’t save’ button as shown in the video and then play the video again.
57. To stop video time at 23 minute 17 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they know how to shut down the computer?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

58. To stop video time at 23 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Start button’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

59. To stop video time at 24 minute 05 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Shut down’ option as shown in the video and then play the video again.
చర్టిని ప్రత్యేకంగా అమలులో ఉండి ప్రథమ విధానం మద్యపతి 'shut down' option లో click చేయండి. కూడా వీడియో మార్గంలో play చేసండి.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 3
Class 3 Summaries

✓ Open your laptop/notebook and switch on.
  మీ laptop/notebook ను switch on చేయండి.
✓ How to open MS-Paint file and operate it.
  MS-Paint file ని open మరియు operate చేయాలి?
✓ How to use line tool.
  Line tool ని వాడటం ఎలా?
✓ Use of eraser tool
  Eraser tool ఉపయోగం ఎలా చేయాలి?
✓ How to make star, bat, home, sword, paper plane and plough.
  నక్షత్రం, బయాట్, ఇలుస్ట్రేషన్ మొదలు మహిళా నికి చేయండి?
✓ How to shut down computer.
  Computer ని ఎలా shut down చేయాలి?

Now let’s start class.

60. To stop video time at 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they remember what they learnt in previous class?
ఇక్కడ డీవీడి ఆపండి, కిందా నేరు కిందా కనిపించాం కంటే నేరు కిందా ఆమెలు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
61. To stop video time at 34 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what happens with ‘Power button’?
ఆముడు విడిచిన ఆడిని, ‘Power button’ తో ఏమి జరుపుకుంది? అంటే 
ఆడిని.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
ఆముడు విడిచిన ఆడి నిల్చి నామ రెండు విధానాలు మాత్రమే 
play చేయండి.

62. To stop video time at 53 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why we use ‘Mouse and Touch pad’?
ఆముడు విడిచిన ఆడిని, ‘Mouse మరియు Touch pad’ ని మనం ఉపయోగిస్తాం? అంటే 
ఆడిని.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

63. To stop video time at 1 minute 27 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how many buttons are there in ‘Mouse and Touch pad’?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

64. To stop video time at 1 minute 44 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why do we use ‘Line tool’?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

65. To stop video time at 1 minute 57 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why do we use ‘Eraser tool’?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

66. To stop video time at 2 minute 11 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what ‘Task bar’ is?
67. To stop video time at 2 minute 39 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

68. To stop video time at 2 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what is ‘Toolbox’?

Stop video here and ask what is MS-Paint and why we use it?

Stop video here and ask what is ‘Toolbox’?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
69. To stop video time at 3 minute 12 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they know how many methods are there to open MS-Paint file?

Stats the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

70. To stop video time at 3 minute 39 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to open the MS-Paint file and then play the video again.
71. To stop video time at 4 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to move the pointer to the ‘Start button’ and then ask them to click left button on it, a box will appear as shown in the video and then play the video again.

72. To stop video time at 4 minute 47 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘All program’ and then click on ‘Accessory’ option as shown in the video and then play the video again.

73. To stop video time at 4 minute 56 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Paint’ option as shown in the video.
Now just check whether MS-Paint file has opened or not and then play the video again.
74. To stop video time at 5 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what will they learn today?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

75. To stop video time at 6 minute 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at the picture in front of them and ask what the given picture is called?
40

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

76. To stop video time at 6 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they can make this picture or not and what tool will be used to make this picture?

77. To stop video time at 7 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

78. To stop video time at 7 minute 53 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపంచ వద్ద యుగ్మం మిగిలిన మిగిలిన మిగిలిన కిందాని వద్ద కిందాని వద్ద యుగ్మం మిగిలిన మిగిలిన మిగిలిన మిగిలిన మిగిలిన మిగిలిన 

79. **To stop video time at 8 minute 08 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపంచ వద్ద యుగ్మం మిగిలిన మిగిలిన మిగిలిన కిందాని వద్ద 

80. **To stop video time at 8 minute 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపంచ వద్ద యుగ్మం కిందాని వద్ద 

81. **To stop video time at 8 minute 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపంచ వద్ద యుగ్మం 

82. **To stop video time at 8 minute 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to draw a window of the house as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపంచ వద్ద యుగ్మం 

83. **To stop video time at 8 minute 58 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.
To stop video time at 9 minute 17 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 9 minute 53 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 10 minute 49 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.
Now just check and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 13 minute 07 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask how to delete this picture?
88. To stop video time at 14 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select all options as shown in the video and then play the video again.

89. To stop video time at 14 minute 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to delete the picture as shown in the video. Now just check and then play the video again.

90. To stop video time at 14 minute 29 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask what is the given picture is called?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

91. To stop video time at 14 minute 41 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can make this picture?

92. To stop video time at 14 minute 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what tool will they use to make this picture?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

93. **To stop video time at 15 minute 24 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
   Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

94. **To stop video time at 15 minute 31 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
   Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

95. **To stop video time at 15 minute 49 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
   Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.
   Now just check and then play the video again.

96. **To stop video time at 17 minute 09 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to look in front on the screen and tell what the given picture is called?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

97. To stop video time at 17 minute 38 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

98. To stop video time at 17 minute 42 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

99. To stop video time at 18 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.

Now just check and then play the video again.
100. To stop video time at 18 minute 34 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look on the screen and tell what the given picture is called?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

101. To stop video time at 18 minute 42 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can make this picture?
102. To stop video time at 18 minute 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what tool will they use to make this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

103. To stop video time at 19 minute 05 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again.

104. To stop video time at 19 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video.

105. **To stop video time at 19 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video.

106. **To stop video time at 20 minute 39 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.

107. **To stop video time at 21 minute 12 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw the picture of ‘Sword’ and then play the video again.

108. To stop video time at 21 minute 28 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

109. To stop video time at 21 minute 38 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

110. To stop video time at 22 minute 54 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.

Now just check and then play the video again.
111. To stop video time at 23 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to close the MS-Paint file?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, MS-Paint file ని close చేయంటావు అను అంటాలి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనాళా వాని ఎందుకు విడుదల అంటా అంటా మిదింగ మార్యతరి ప్లే చేయంటాలి.

112. To stop video time at 23 minute 02 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to click on the close button as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, close button ని చూపిం న వధ్ముగా చూపిం న వధ్ముగా వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి ప్లే చేయంటాలి.

113. To stop video time at 23 minute 11 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to click on the close button as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, close button ని చూపిం న వధ్ముగా వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి ప్లే చేయంటాలి.
Stop video here and ask how to shut down the computer?
ఇకక డియోని ఆపంి computer ని shut down చేయటం ఎలా?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనా వద్ద రులు computer ని shut down చేసారా లేద్ద?

114. **To stop video time at 23 minute 57 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Now just check whether the students have shut the down the computer or not and then play the video again.
అందుకే వడ్డు computer ని shut down చేసాం లేదే?

---

**Note:** The text contains a mix of English and Telugu, as indicated by the alternating language use.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 4
Class 4 Summaries

✓ Open your laptop/notebook and switch it on.
   మీ laptop/notebook ని open చేసి switch on చేయంి?
✓ How to open MS-Paint file and operate it?
   MS-Paint file ని open చేయడానికి ఎలా చేయాలి?
✓ How to use ‘Thickness of the Line’?
   ‘Thickness of the Line’ ని ఎలా ఉపయోగంచలి?
✓ Use of color palette.
   Color palette ఎలా ఉపయోగంచేందుకు?
✓ You will draw some pictures with help of ‘Line tool’, Thickness of the line’ and ‘Color palette’.
   మీరు ‘Line tool’, Thickness of the line’ మరియు ‘Color palette’ సహాయంతో కొనా పిక్సెస్ గీస్తారు.
✓ How to shut down computer.
   Computer ని ఎలా shut down చేయాలి?
   Now let’s start class.
   ఇప్పుడు మ౉లలుపెడద్దము.
115. To stop video time at 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask which shortcut command is used to delete the whole sheet?
ఇకక డీ వీడియోని ఆపంి ఇంత ని షీట్ అంతటినీ delete చేయడానికి ఏ shortcut command వాడతారు?
   Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
సాధనం వండి మరియు సరిస్థితి తెలిసి వీడియోను మేరకు మార్చండి.

116. To stop video time at 1 minute 22 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to open the MS-Paint file and then play the video again.

117. To stop video time at 1 minute 29 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students whether they have opened MS-Paint or not?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
118. **To stop video time at 2 minute 10 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to move their pointer to ‘Start button’ and ask to click once at this button and then play the video again.

119. **To stop video time at 2 minute 38 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘All program’ and then ‘Accessory’ option and then play the video again.

120. **To stop video time at 2 minute 46 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to click on the Paint option as shown in the video.

121. **To stop video time at 3 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask them if they can tell which option is highlighted by red circle?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, red circle ఎందుకు ఒక option highlight చేయబడింది?
ఆమె ఎంతగా ఎందుకు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనంతర బాస్తు ని సిద్ధాంత ని సమాధాన చేయండి మామిడి మామిడి play చేయండి.

122.  To stop video time at 4 minute 30 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how have these line been drawn?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, ఈ lines ఎలా గీయగలదా? ఆమె ఎంతగా ఎందుకు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనంతర బాస్తు ని సిద్ధాంత ని సమాధాన చేయండి మామిడి play చేయండి.

123.  To stop video time at 5 minute 12 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select the ‘Line tool’ and then select the thinnest size of the line as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, ‘Line tool’ ని select చేసి తరువాత సనానీ లని line size ని select చేసి ప్లే చేయండి.

124.  To stop video time at 5 minute 27 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw a line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి,వద్దయ రుులని వీియోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా గీయమనంి.తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

125. To stop video time at 5 minute 23 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select the second number of the size and draw the second line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి,వద్దయ రుులని వీియోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా రండర size line ని selectచేసి,రండర line ని గీయమనంి.తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

126. To stop video time at 6 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి,వద్దయ రుులని వీియోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా మంలమైన line ని సెలెక్్ చేసి,గీయమనంి.

Just check if they have done it and then play the video again.

అవ పూరాయితే, చెక్ చేసి వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

127. To stop video time at 6 minute 37 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select the thickest size of the line and draw as shown in the video.

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి,వద్దయ రుులని వీియోలో చూపిం న వధ్ముగా mంలమైన line ని రండర్ చేయంి, గీయమనంి.

128. To stop video time at 6 minute 46 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask what is Color palette and why we use it?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, Color palette అంటే మనము ఎందుకు వాడతాము అని అడగంి.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనేక సమయంలో మనము ప్రతి అనేక సమయంలో మనము ప్రతి
play చేయంి.

129. To stop video time at 7minute 37 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how will make this picture?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, మనము ఈ picture ని ఎలా గీస్తాము?అని
అడగంి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనేక సమయంలో మనము ప్రతి అనేక సమయంలో మనము ప్రతి
play చేయంి.
130. **To stop video time at 9 minute 13 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select line tool and then select thinnest line size and draw a line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

131. **To stop video time at 9 minute 38 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select another color from color palette and also select the second size of line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

132. **To stop video time at 10 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and select the third size of the line and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

133. **To stop video time at 10 minute 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.

134. **To stop video time at 10 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to how to make this picture or which tool is required for drawing this picture?

ఇకకడ వీయోని ఆపండి, వద్ద యుండే ఈ picture ను ఎలా గీయాలి? ఈ picture ను గీయడానికి ఏ tool అసమర్పించాలి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

అమలు నివిధంగా మహతిగా అందరియా వాడండి ఉండండి విశేషాలు మహతిగా play చేసండి.

135. **To stop video time at 11 minute 30 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select the ‘Line tool’ and then select the appropriate size of the line and also change the color of the line and then draw a line as shown in the video.

ఇకకండ వీయోని ఆపండి, వద్ద యుద్ధండి 'Line tool' ని పంచిసి తరువాత సరియే line size ని పంచిసి తరువాత line color ని మారి line ని గీయండి.

136. **To stop video time at 12 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇకక వీయోని ఆపండి, వద్ద యుండే color ని మారి line ని గీయండి. line color ని మారి వీయోని మరోకస్తరి play చేయండి.

137. **To stop video time at 12 minute 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

138. **To stop video time at 12 minute 54 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

139. **To stop video time at 12 minute 55 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw the windows of the house as shown in the video and then play the video again.

140. **To stop video time at 15 minute 16 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

141. **To stop video time at 15 minute 53 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw a door of the house as shown in the video.

Just check, if they have done it and then play the video again.
142. To stop video time at 16 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can close MS-Paint?
ఇకకడ డియోని ఆపంము, MS-Paint లేదా MS-Paint లో ఎలా CLOSE చేయవచ్చు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనియ్యపోయి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం విడియో మరొకస్తరి ప్లే చేయండి.

143. To stop video time at 17 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to shut down the computer?
ఇకకడ డియోని ఆపంము, Computer లేదా PC లేదా ఎలా SHUTDOWN చేయవచ్చు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనియ్యపోయి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం విడియో మరొకస్తరి ప్లే చేయండి.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 5  
Class 5 Summaries

✓ Open your laptop/notebook and switch on.

మన క్యామ్ప్రూడ్ ని ఓప్నం చేసి ప్రారంభం చేయండి.

✓ How to open MS-Paint file and operate it.

MS-Paint file ని ఓప్నం చేయండి మరియు వాడం ఎలా?

✓ How to use line tool.

Line tool ని ఎలా వాడాలి?

✓ Use of Color palette.

Color palette ఉపయోగం ఏమిటి?

✓ How to make triangle, multiple triangles, and a house using color palette.

ట్రయాంగులు, అనేక ట్రయాంగులు మరియు అంతి ఉపయోగం ఉపయోగం గా గాను చేయండి.

✓ We will make a Mountain, River, Boat, Flag and Tree etc.

మన కూడా కండం, నది, పడవు, అండా మరియు వృక్షం మొదలు గీస్తాము.

✓ How to shut down computer.

మీ క్యామ్ప్రూడ్ ని ఎలా శూట్ డౌన్ చేయాలి?

144. To stop video time at 44 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why we use ‘Color box’ 1?
ఇకాడు డిమింటికి సంఖ్యా, మరియు ‘Colour box’ ని ఉపయోగం వాడాలి ఎలా?
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Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

145. To stop video time at 1 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why we use ‘Thickness of the Line’?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

146. To stop video time at 1 minute 23 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why we use ‘Color palette’?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
147. **To stop video time at 1 minute 43 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask them if they know how to change the color of the line?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

148. **To stop video time at 2 minute 11 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to open MS-Paint file and then play the video again.
To stop video time at 2 minute 17 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask them if they remember how to open MS-Paint file?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

To stop video time at 2 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Start button’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 3 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘All program’ and then select ‘Accessory’ option as shown in the video and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 3 minute 29 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Paint’ option as shown in the video.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

To stop video time at 3 minute 45 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask what will they learn today?
ఇకాక డివీడని ఆపండి, లాండర చెప్పిన తెలిపిన నీటి కయా కవట? అకడ ఆసాధ్యం?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అని అడగండి. Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

154. To stop video time at 4 minute 10 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at the picture in front of them and ask what is it?
ఇకాక డివీడని ఆపండి, ఇది ఎది ఉన్న అంటారు picture ని చూసి అది ఇమిదు? రాకండు.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అని అడగండి. Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

155. To stop video time at 4 minute 24 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask them if they can make this picture or not and what tool will be used to make this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

156. To stop video time at 5 minute 06 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and also ask to select any color from ‘Color palette’ and draw line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

157. To stop video time at 5 minute 34 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.
158. To stop video time at 5 minute 42 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students how to delete/erase this picture?
ఇకక డీ వీడీయోని ఆపండి, ఇందులో ఉండే పికచరి ఎలా delete/erase చేయలుతున్నారో?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అన్ని అనేకలు ఎంచడి మాత్రమే అందం నుండి వీడీయో మరియు పరిస్థితిలో ప్లే చేసి బాగా అడగండి.

159. To stop video time at 6 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at the picture in front of them and ask if they can make this Picture?
160. **To stop video time at 6 minute 46 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and then select any color from ‘Color palette’ and then draw line as shown in the video and then play the video again.

161. **To stop video time at 7 minute 10 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

162. **To stop video time at 7 minute 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

163. **To stop video time at 8 minute 16 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.
164. **To stop video time at 8 minute 54 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

165. **To stop video time at 9 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

166. **To stop video time at 9 minute 47 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and then draw as shown in the video.

Now just check whether the students have completed the drawing or not and then play the video again.

167. **To stop video time at 11 minute 49 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and then select any color from ‘Color palette’ and then draw line as shown in the video and then play the video again.
168. **To stop video time at 11 minute 56seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

169. **To stop video time at 13 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

170. **To stop video time at 13 minute 33 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

171. **To stop video time at 14 minute 33 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

172. **To stop video time at 16 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw a “River” and erase extra line as shown in the video and then play the video again.
173. **To stop video time at 18 minute 43 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to draw Boat as shown in the video.

Now just check, if they done so, and then play the video again.

174. **To stop video time at 19 minute 37 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

175. **To stop video time at 20 minute 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

176. **To stop video time at 21 minute 45 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to change the color of color box 1 and draw as shown in the video.

Now just check, if they have done so and then play the video again.
177. **To stop video time at 22 minute 53 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw the first part of the flag as shown in the video and then play the video again.

178. **To stop video time at 24 minute 19 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw the second part of the flag as shown in the video and then play the video again.

179. **To stop video time at 27 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw the base of the flag as shown in the video and then play the video again.

180. **To stop video time at 27 minute 16 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Now just check whether students have completed the picture or not and then play the video again.

181. **To stop video time at 27 minute 33 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to close the MS-Paint file and shut down the computer and then play the video again.

విడీయోని ఆపండి వద్ద రులు మెస్పెయిం ఫిల్ క్లోస్ చే కంప్యూటర్ ని శూట్ దొంట మీకు మాంగారించిన విడీయోని మరుమారి ప్లే చేయండి.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 6
Class 6 Summaries

✓ Open your laptop/notebook and switch on.
మీ laptop/notebook ని open చేసి switch on చేయండి.

✓ How to open MS-Paint file and operate it.
MS-Paint file ని open చేసి operate చేయాలి.

✓ How to use line tool.
Line tool ని ఉపయోగించాలి.

✓ Use of fill with color.
Fill with color ఉపయోగం.

✓ How to make alphabets Word, triangle, star and home using with line tool and fill with color.
Line tool మరియు fill with color తో alphabets Word, triangle, star మరియు home గీయాలి.

How to shut down computer.
Computer ని shut down చేయాలి.

182. To stop video time at 45 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why we use the Colour Box 1?
183. To stop video time at 1 minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask why we use ‘Thickness of the line’?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

184. To stop video time at 2 minute 11 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to open MS-Paint file and then play the video again.

185. **To stop video time at 2 minute 17 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask them if they remember how to open MS-Paint file?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

186. **To stop video time at 2 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Start button’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

187. **To stop video time at 3 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘All program’ and then select ‘Accessories’ option as shown in the video and then play the video again.

188. **To stop video time at 3 minute 29 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘Paint’ option as shown in the video.
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Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

 flavours డాక్టర్ టీంల్ మాత్రం ఇది మాత్రం మాత్రం play చేయడానికి.

189. **To stop video time at 3 minute 42 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask them if all they have opened MS-Paint file or not?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వాళ్లరు మాత్రం MS-Paint file ని open చేశారా లేదో?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

190. **To stop video time at 3 minute 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask what will they learn today?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి ఈ రొజువాళ్లర  ఏమి నేరుు కుంటారు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

191. **To stop video time at 4 minute 31 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to make alphabets using line tool which is shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇకక దండి ఎఫూపేశని లేదా, విడవించి లిన్ టూల్ ఉపయోగించి ఆపంటి అణమానించి. తరువాత వీయోని మరోకస్తుంటే ప్లే చేయంటారు.

192. **To stop video time at 5 minute 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and then select appropriate size of the line and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇకక దండి ఎఫూపేశని లేదా, విడవించి లిన్ టూల్’ సంపాదించి సరైన సంఖ్య ని సంపాదించి విడవించి లిన్ టూల్ ఉపయోగించి ఆపంటి విడవించి. తరువాత వీయోని మరోకస్తుంటే ప్లే చేయంటారు.

193. **To stop video time at 6 minute 23 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw alphabets ‘F’ and ‘Y’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇకక దండి ఎఫూపేశని లేదా, విడవించి లిన్ టూల్ ఉపయోగించి ఆపంటి విడవించి ‘F’ మరియు ‘Y’ ని విడవించి. తరువాత వీయోని మరోకస్తుంటే ప్లే చేయంటారు.

194. **To stop video time at 7 minute 39 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw alphabets ‘E’ and ‘H’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.
To stop video time at 8 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw alphabets ‘I’ and ‘X’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 9 minute 02 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 11 minute 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

To stop video time at 12 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to erase the picture as shown in the video and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 12 minute 44 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask what is ‘Filling with color’?
ఇకిక డి వీడియోని ఆపంటే, ‘Filling with color’ అంటే ఏమిటి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

200. To stop video time at 13 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they know what all things you need to take care of while using ‘Fill in with color’?
ఇకిక డి వీడియోని ఆపంటే, ‘Fill in with color’ ని వాడేటుడు మీరు జాబ్బాగటా రహంంరలిసిన వషయాలు ఏమిటి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

201. To stop video time at 14 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask them to look at the given picture and tell if they can make this picture or not?

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, ఇకక డ వీయోని గీయగలరా లేద్ద?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

202. **To stop video time at 15 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw a triangle as shown in the video and then play the video again.

203. **To stop video time at 15 minute 45 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Fill in with color’ and then select any color and ask to fill inside the triangle as shown in the video.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.
204. To stop video time at 15 minute 47 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to erase this picture?
ఇకకడ డిడింగరోటే ఇసాంటుడి, పిక్చర్ ని మనం ఎంచుకుంటాము? అది ఎనిక్కడి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అన్నిదాని ఎంచుకులు మార్గం అంది అదే ఍నాను మనం ఎంచుకుంటాము?
play చేయండి.

205. To stop video time at 16minute 01 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at the picture in front of them and ask what this picture is about?
ఇకకడ డిడింగరోటే ఇసాంటుడి, మేరుగుడు మరియు సరైనని మంచి ఇసాంటుడి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అన్నిదాని ఎంచుకులు మార్గం అంది అదే ఍నాను మనం ఎంచుకుంటాము?
play చేయండి.

206. To stop video time at 16 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask them if they know which tool will be used to make this picture?
ఇక్కడ డివీడోని ఆపండి, వద్దయ్య రులని ఈ picture ని గీయవచ్చును చేసే tool ని నిర్ధారించారని?
అని అడగండి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనుసారము వానిల మిశ్రమ వీటిని అడవచ్చు వాణించారు నిర్ధారించండి?
అని అడగండి.

207.  To stop video time at 16 minute 34 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can draw this picture or not?
ఇక్కడ డివీడోని ఆపండి, వద్దయ్య రులని ఈ picture ని వెతల చేసారని?
అని అడగండి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అనుసారము వానిల మిశ్రమ వీటిని అడవచ్చు వాణించండి?
అని అడగండి.

208.  To stop video time at 17 minute 24 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw a triangle as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, వద్దయ రులని ‘line tool’ ను select చేసి విడిమిడి ప్రస్తుత విడిమిడి triangle నుగ్ంచండి. తరువాత ఇంకంలు మార్గించండి play చేయండి.

209. To stop video time at 18 minute 04 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to draw inverted triangle on the first triangle as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, వద్దయ రులని విడిమిడి ప్రస్తుత triangle ను inverted triangle ను గీయండి. తరువాత ఇంకంలు మార్గించండి play చేయండి.

210. To stop video time at 19 minute 00 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to fill the color inside the picture as shown in the video.

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, వద్దయ రులని ప్రస్తుత picture ను పంపిన color ను నింపండి.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

అందువల్ల అంచనా చేయాలంటే దాని దాని ను ఇంకంలు మార్గించండి play చేయండి.

211. To stop video time at 19 minute 06 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at the picture in front of them and ask what this picture is about?

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, వద్దయ రులని ప్రస్తుత picture ను చూసి అది ఏమిటి చెపడు మనం?
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Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
భావంతంగా అనుస్మరించండి మరియు సరైన భావంతం విడిచి మరుమతి వీడియోని మర౉కస్తరి ప్లే చేయండి.

212. To stop video time at 19 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask which tool will be used for this picture?
ఇకక డి వీడియోని ఆపండి, వాళ్ళర ఈ picture ని గేయగలరా ఏ tool వాడతారు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
భావంతంగా అనుస్మరించండి మరియు సరైన భావంతం విడిచి మరుమతి వీడియోని ప్లే చేయండి.

213. To stop video time at 19 minute 37 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can draw this picture?
ఇకక డి వీడియోని ఆపండి, వాళ్ళర ఈ picture ని గేయగలరా?

అని అడగండి.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

214. To stop video time at 20 minute 45 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw a triangle as shown in the video and then play the video again.

215. To stop video time at 21 minute 19 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video.

216. To stop video time at 22 minute 25 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw a door of the house as shown in the video and then play the video again.

217. To stop video time at 23 minute 05 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select the ‘Fill in with color’ and fill the color inside home as shown in the video.

218. To stop video time at 23 minute 47 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to close the MS-Paint file and shut down the computer and then play the video again.

సమయం మట్టివేయించండి, అమలు చేయాలను MS-Paint file close చేసుకోండి computer ని shut down చేసుకోండి. అమలు చేయండి మాత్రమే play చేయండి.
Class 7 Summaries

✓ Open your laptop/notebook and switch on.

మీ laptop/notebook ని open చేసి switch on చేయండి.

✓ How to open MS-Paint file and operate it.

MS-Paint file ని open చేయంటం మరియు operate చేయంటం ఎలా.

✓ What is keyboard?

Keyboard ఎంటి?

✓ How many keys are in keyboard?

Keyboard లో ఎనింటే keys ఉనాయి?

✓ What is text tool?

Text tool ఎంటి?

✓ How to type in MS-Paint?

MS-Paint లో type చేయంటం ఎలా?

✓ How to shut down computer?

Computer లో shut down చేయంటం ఎలా?

219. To stop video time at 16 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask if they remember what they had learnt in previous class?

ఇక్కడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, కింద ఆస్తే లోవాలి అని అడగంటం?

Stop video here and ask if they remember what they had learnt in previous class?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

220. To stop video time at 35 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask what is ‘Color palette’?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంతం, ‘Color palette’ అంటే ఏమిటి?అని అడగంతం.

221. To stop video time at 51 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask why we use ‘Fill with color’?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంతం, ‘Fill with color’ అంటే ఏమిటి?అని అడగంతం.
222. To stop video time at 1 minute 12 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask if they know what happens if fill with color is used outside of any image?

ఇకక డీ వీడియోని ఆపంి, ‘Fill with color’ ను వాంటి ఇంటర్ఫ్యూర్ రాయమాని ఊహించండి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

223. To stop video time at 1 minute 38 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask them if they can tell which color box will be used with fill with color tool?

ఇకక డీ వీడియోని ఆపంి, ‘Fill with color’ ను ఉపయోగించడంతో ఎంది కాల్పించడాని?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
224. To stop video time at 2 minute 02 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask students to open MS-Paint file and then play the video again.

225. To stop video time at 2 minute 06 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask what will they learn today?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
226. To stop video time at 3 minute 11 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask what is ‘Keyboard’ used for?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, ‘Keyboard’ ని ఎందుకు వాడతారు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
జవాబులని వనంి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

227. To stop video time at 5 minute 17 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask if they know what are alphabets key?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, alphabets key అని ఎందుకు అంటారు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
జవాబులని వనంి మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.
228. To stop video time at 5 minute 56 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask if they know how many number keys are there in keyboard and where do they begin from?

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, keyboard లో ఎనిమిడు number keys ఉన్నాయి మరియు అవ ఎకక డ నుం మొట్టము అంటే కెయ్ మొదలు లేదు? అని అడగంయి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

229. To stop video time at 6 minute 16 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask them if they know what to do to type any number?

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, number ని type చేయాలి ఏమి చేయాలి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
230. To stop video time at 6 minute 31 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask them if they need to write the number 50 which keys will they press?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

231. To stop video time at 7 minute 05 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask what are ‘Special keys’?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

232. To stop video time at 7 minute 53 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask if they can tell what ‘Space bar’ key is used for?

233. To stop video time at 8 minute 37 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask what ‘Backspace’ key is used for while typing?

_Select_
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

234. To stop video time at 9 minute 33 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask what ‘Delete’ key is used for while typing?

Stop video here and ask what is the main difference between ‘Backspace and Delete’ key?

235. To stop video time at 9 minute 41 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask what is the main difference between ‘Backspace and Delete’ key?
236. To stop video time at 10 minute 38 second in VLC media player.

Stop video here and ask if they can tell why we use the ‘Enter button’?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

237. To stop video time at 10 minute 59 second in VLC media player.
Stop video here and ask if they can tell how many ‘Arrow keys’ are there on keyboard and why are they used?
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి కుంచి, keyboard మీల ఎనిా ‘Arrow keys’ చలనాచా మాత్ర మొదలైన సాధనం ఎందుకు ఉందా?అనేక హెచిగానించండి.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
హోసింగ పంట సాధనం ఉన్నా వాటి ఉంది హామసేయ మార్లించి మిగిలించి play చేయంి.

238. To stop video time at 11 minute 59 second in VLC media player.
Stop video here and ask what is ‘Text’ tool?
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, ‘Text’ tool అంటే ఏమిటి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
హేం హామసేయ హామసేయ సాధనం ఉన్నా వాటి ఉన్నా హామసేయ మిగిలించి play చేయంి.

239. To stop video time at 12 minute 45 second in VLC media player.
Stop video here and ask students to type their name and school name with help of ‘Text tool’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

240. **To stop video time at 13 minute 13 second in VLC media player.**

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Text tool’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

241. **To stop video time at 13 minute 27 second in VLC media player.**

Stop video here and ask students to drag a box with help of ‘text tool’ on paint sheet as shown in the video and then play the video again.

242. **To stop video time at 13 minute 58 second in VLC media player.**

Stop video here and ask students to type as shown in the video and then play the video again.

243. **To stop video time at 14 minute 06 second in VLC media player.**

Stop video here and ask students to type as shown in the video and then play the video again.
244. To stop video time at 14 minute 46 second in VLC media player.
Stop video here and ask students to type as shown in the video and then play the video again.

245. To stop video time at 15 minute 24 second in VLC media player.
Stop video here and ask students to type as shown in the video and then play the video again.

246. To stop video time at 15 minute 52 second in VLC media player.
Stop video here and ask students to type as shown in the video.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

247. To stop video time at 16 minute 34 second in VLC media player.
Stop video here and ask students to delete the sheet with help of shortcut command and then ask to select ‘Text tool’ once again and then play the video again.
248. **To stop video time at 16 minute 38 second in VLC media player.**

Stop video here and ask if they can tell what is this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

249. **To stop video time at 16 minute 49 second in VLC media player.**

Stop video here and ask students to type the word ‘Cat’ with help of text tool.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

250. **To stop video time at 17 minute 04 second in VLC media player.**

Stop video here and ask students to type the word ‘Elephant’ with help of text tool.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.
251. **To stop video time at 17 minute 12 second in VLC media player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘Butterfly’ and then play the video again.
252. **To stop video time at 17 minute 19 second in VLC media player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘Home’ and then play the video again.
253. **To stop video time at 17 minute 26 second in VLC media player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘Car’ and then play the video again.
254. **To stop video time at 17 minute 46 second in VLC media player.**
Stop video here and ask students to close the MS-Paint file and shut down the computer and then play the video again.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 8
Class 8 Summaries

✓ Open your laptop/notebook and switch on.
   మీ laptop/notebook ని open చేసి switch on చేయండి.

✓ How to open MS-Paint file and operate it?
   MS-Paint file ని open చేయండి మరియు operate చేయండి.

✓ What is keyboard?
   Keyboard అంటే ఏమిట్టు?

✓ How many keys are in keyboard?
   Keyboard లో ఎన్ని keys ఉనాయి?

✓ Use of text tool.
   Text tool ఉపయోగం.

✓ How to type in MS-Paint?
   MS-Paint లో type చేయండి?

✓ How to shut down computer?
   Computer ని ఎలా shut down చేయాలి?

255. To stop video time at 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask if they can tell what did they learn in the previous class?
ఇతడి డీవిడియో ఆపండి కాస్టింగు ఉంది అయితే యితే కొనియుడు? సంభాషణ చేసాయని?
256. To stop video time at 35 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask if they can tell why we use ‘Text tool’ in MS-Paint?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

257. To stop video time at 53 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask which are the special keys in the keyboard?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
258. To stop video time at 1 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask if they can tell why do we use ‘Backspace’ key?
ఇకక డి వీయోని ఆపంి, ‘Backspace’ keyని మనము ఎందుకు వాడతా మనము ఎందుకు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాళ్ళర  చెపడు గలరేమొ అడగంి

259. To stop video time at 1 minute 47 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask in MS-Paint what is the use of ‘Enter’ button?
ఇకక డి వీయోని ఆపంి, MS-Paint లో ‘Enter’ button ఎందుకు ఉపయోగం?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వాళ్ళర  చెపడు గలరేమొ అడగంి
260. **To stop video time at 2 minute 03 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video and ask how many different types of ‘Arrow’ keys there and what are they called?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

---

261. **To stop video time at 2 minute 28 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video and ask if they can tell, why do we use ‘Delete’ key?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

---

262. **To stop video time at 2 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video and ask what is the difference between Delete and Backspace?

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి ,Delete and Backspace మధ్య తేడా ఏమిటి ?అనీ 
అడగంి

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

వరకు వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి

263. To stop video time at 3 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to open MS-Paint file and then play the video again.

వద్దయ రుులని MS-Paint file ని ఓపెన్ చేయంి

To stop video time at 3 minute 51 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to press window button and R together and run command box will appear as shown in the video and then play the video again.
To stop video time at 4 minute 04 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to type MS Paint without leaving space and then click on the ‘OK’ button as shown in the video.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

To stop video time at 4 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask what will they learn today?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

To stop video time at 5 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what do we call this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

266. **To stop video time at 5 minute 58 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
    Stop video here and ask students to select ‘text tool’ and drag a box as shown in the video and then play the video again.

267. **To stop video time at 6 minute 17 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
    Stop video here and ask students to type as shown in the video and then play the video again.

268. **To stop video time at 6 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what do we call this fruit?

లేదా విడియోను రాయండి, ఉద్యోగం మీరు వారు ఉండాలనే పికచర్ ని చేసి మనం ఏమంటాము? అను అడగంటే.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

వర్ణించండి నిర్ధారం నిర్ధారం కార్యం దీన్ని పికచర్ మంది మర్లో పాలించండి.

269. To stop video time at 7 minute 04 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to type as shown in the video and then play the video again.

లేదా విడియోను రాయండి, ఉద్యోగం వద్ద ఎదురుగా ఉన్న పికచర్ ని వీడియోలో చూపింది వధ్ముగా type చేయండి. తరువాత పికచర్ మర్లో పాలించండి.

270. To stop video time at 7 minute 08 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at the picture in front of them and tell what do we call this fruit?

లేదా విడియోను రాయండి, ఉద్యోగం వద్ద ఎదురుగా ఉన్న పికచర్ ని చేసి మనం ఏమంటాము? అను అడగంటే.
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Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

271. **To stop video time at 7 minute 30 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘Orange’ in the next line and then play the video again.

272. **To stop video time at 8 minute 11 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to move the cursor to the centre of the banana word as shown in the video and then play the video again.

273. **To stop video time at 8 minute 21 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to move the cursor to end of the banana word with help of ‘Right arrow key’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

274. **To stop video time at 8 minute 35 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to press backspace button once and ask what happened after pressing backspace button and then play the video again.

275. **To stop video time at 8 minute 55 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to move the cursor to middle of the apple word with help of ‘Up arrow key’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.
276. **To stop video time at 9 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to press delete button once and ask what happened after pressing backspace button and then play the video again.

277. **To stop video time at 9 minute 56 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what do we call this picture?

278. **To stop video time at 10 minute 16 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type circle in the box and then play the video again.

279. **To stop video time at 10 minute 28 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what do we call this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

280. To stop video time at 10 minute 39 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘triangle’ in the box and then play the video again.

281. To stop video time at 10 minute 43 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what do we call this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
282. To stop video time at 10 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘square’ in the box and then play the video again.

283. To stop video time at 11 minute 05 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what do we call this picture?

284. To stop video time at 11 minute 12 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘home’ in the box and then play the video again.
ఇక్కడ డిమింగు ఆపంచి రులని box లో ‘home’ అని type చేయంచేయాలి. తరువాత వీడియోని మరించంచేయంచేయాలి.

285. To stop video time at 11 minute 22 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to type ‘blackboard’ word in the box and then play the video again.
ఇక్కడ డిమింగు ఆపంచి రులని box లో ‘blackboard’ పద్దని type చేయంచేయాలి. తరువాత వీడియోని మరించంచేయంచేయాలి.

286. To stop video time at 11 minute 34 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to type ‘books’ in the box and then play the video again.
ఇక్కడ డిమింగు ఆపంచి రులని box లో ‘books’ అని type చేయంచేయాలి. తరువాత వీడియోని మరించంచేయంచేయాలి.

287. To stop video time at 11 minute 41 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘rose’ in the box and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి,వద్దయ రుులని box లో ‘rose’ అని type చేయమనంి.తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

**288. To stop video time at 11 minute 45 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to type ‘laptop’ in the box and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి,వద్దయ రుులని box లో ‘laptop’ అని type చేయమనంి.తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

**289. To stop video time at 11 minute 49 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘desktop computer’ in the box and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, వద్దయ రుులని box లో ‘desktop computer’ అని type చేయమనంి.తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

290.   To stop video time at 11 minute 54 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to type ‘Sun flower’ in the box and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, వద్దయ రుులని box లో ‘Sun flower’ అని type చేయమనంి.తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

291.   To stop video time at 11 minute 58 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to type ‘football’ in the box and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, వద్దయ రుులని box లో ‘football’ అని type చేయమనంి.తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

292.   To stop video time at 12 minute 03 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to type ‘telephone’ in the box and then play the video again.

ఇకకడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, వద్ద రులని box లో ‘telephone’ అను type చేయండి.తరువాత వీడియోని మరొక సారి play చేయండి.

293. **To stop video time at 12 minute 10 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to type name of the ‘Prime minister’ of your country in the box and then play the video again.

ఇకకడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, వద్ద రులని box లో name తరువాత ‘Prime minister’ పేరుని type చేయండి.తరువాత వీడియోని మరొక సారి play చేయండి.

294. **To stop video time at 12 minute 43 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type the spelling of the number as shown in the video.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

**295.** To stop video time at 13 minute 08 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to close the MS-Paint file and shut down the computer and then play the video again.

**295.** ఇక్కడ డీసాయి అంటే, వద్దయున్న MS-Paint file close చేయండి computer ని shut down చేయండి.అంతేకాండి విడించడం మరొకస్తరి play చేయండి.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 9

Class 9 Summaries

✓ Open your laptop/notebook and switch on.

మీ laptop/notebook ని open చేసి switch on చేయండి.

✓ How to open MS-Paint file and operate it?

MS-Paint file ని open చేసి operate చేయండి?

✓ How to use Rectangle tool?

Rectangle tool ని ఎలా వాడాలి?

✓ How to use fill color in Rectangle?

Rectangle tool ని fill color లి ఎలా వాడాలి?

✓ How to use outline color?

Outline color ని ఎలా వాడాలి?

✓ How to use color box 2 and solid color?

Color box 2 మరియు Solid color ని ఎలా వాడాలి?

✓ How to make picture using rectangle tool, outline tool and fill color?

Rectangle tool, outline tool మరియు fill color ని ఉపయోగించి picture లని ఉంటూ గీయాలి.

✓ How to shut down computer?

Computer ని ఎలా shut down చేయండి?

Before starting this class, let us revision the previous class?

ఈ కాశమ్మలపెట్ేముందు,ఇంతకలముంది కాశినీ ని గురించండి?

1. To stop video time at 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video and ask what is keyboard?
మీటర్ ఎంటి కీబోడ్ అంటే ఎలా ఉంది?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
పిల్లకిని ఎంటికి మాత్రమే పిల్లా జవాబు కొసం మరో వీడియోని మర౉కస్తరి ప్లే చేయండి.

2. To stop video time at 34 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask how many keys are there in normal keyboard?
మీటర్ ఎంటికి ఎంటికి, నియమిత keyboard లో ఎని కీస్ ఉంటాయి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
పిల్లకిని ఎంటికి ఎంటికి పిల్లా జవాబు కొసం మరో వీడియోని మర౉కస్తరి ప్లే చేయండి.

3. To stop video time at 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video and ask if they know what will be used for typing in MS-Paint file?
వీయోని ఆపంి, MS-Paint file లో typing వ్యాపు విడింగ వాడుతారు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

4. To stop video time at 1 minute 05 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask if they know what do we call the largest key on the keyboard?
keyboardలో పొడవైన key అని మనము దేనిని అంటాము?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
5. To stop video time at 1 minute 19 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video and ask them what is another name of ‘Number key’?
ఎస్టిముం అంటే ఎందుకు మరియు ఎందుకు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

6. To stop video time at 1 minute 35 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to open MS-Paint file and then play the video again.

7. To stop video time at 1 minute 37 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and check whether they’ve opened MS-Paint or not and then play the video again?
8. To stop video time at 1 minute 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what will they learn today?
వాళ్ళర ఇకకం డీయోని ఆపంి, వాళ్ళర ఈరొజు వాళ్ళర ఏమి నేరుకుంటారు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

9. To stop video time at 3 minute 25 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they can tell what is ‘Rectangle tool’?
వాళ్ళర చెపడు గలరా అని అడగం
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what do we call this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

11. To stop video time at 4 minute 31 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Rectangle tool’ and choose any color from color palette and draw a rectangle as shown in the video.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

12. To stop video time at 4 minute 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask if they can erase this picture?
ఇకకడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, ఈ పిక్చర్ ని చెరపగలరా?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అని అడగండి. Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

13. To stop video time at 4 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can tell what is ‘Outline’?
ఇకకడ వీడియోని ఆపండి, ‘Outline’ అనేది ఎంతా నిలబెదుగు ని చెపడు గలరా?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
14. To stop video time at 5 minute 23 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can make this picture?

15. To stop video time at 6 minute 03 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Rectangle tool’ and choose any color from color palette and draw a rectangle as shown in the video and then play the video again.

16. To stop video time at 6 minute 19 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to change the color from color palette and draw rectangles as shown in the video and then play the video again.
17. To stop video time at 6 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to change the color from color palette and draw rectangles as shown in the video and then play the video again.

18. To stop video time at 6 minute 39 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to change the color from color palette and draw rectangles as shown in the video and then play the video again.

19. To stop video time at 7 minute 25 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video.

20. To stop video time at 7 minute 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.
ఇకకడ డీయోని ఆపంి ఈ picture ని గీయగలరా అని అడగంి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

21. To stop video time at 7 minute 54 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to look at the given picture and tell what is the difference between the two pictures?

ఇకకడ డియోని ఆపంి ఈ picture లో ఎంచు పిక్సెస్ ఉనాం తేడా ఏమిటి చెపడు మనంి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

22. To stop video time at 8 minute 24 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask if they can make this picture?

ఇకకడ డియోని ఆపంి ఈ picture లో కంటే ఎంచు పిక్సెస్ ఉనాం? అది అంటాం.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

23. To stop video time at 9 minute 28 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Rectangle tool’ and choose any color from color palette and draw a rectangle as shown in the video and then play the video again.

24. To stop video time at 10 minute 00 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Fill’ option and ‘Solid color’ option and also ask students to do color box 2 white and then draw as shown in the video.

25. To stop video time at 10 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to change the color from color palette and draw rectangles as shown in the video.

26. To stop video time at 11 minute 44 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to change the color from color palette and draw rectangles as shown in the video.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

27. To stop video time at 11 minute 48 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask if they can erase this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

28. To stop video time at 12 minute 05 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask if they can make this picture?

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, ఈ picture ని మరియు గీయగలరా? అను
డికింది.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

విడియో సంఖ్య ని మరియు అదే సంఖ్య విడియో మరోకస్తరి play చేయంటి.

29. **To stop video time at 13 minute 28 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Rectangle tool’ and then select ‘Fill’
option and ‘Solid color’ option and also ask students to do color box 1 and color
box 2 black and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

ఆపండి మిగిలిన ఆసాధారణం ఉండాలు ‘Rectangle tool’ ని select
చేసి,చెందవంటి ‘Fill’ option లింగము ‘Solid color’ option లని select
చేయంటి. color box 1 మిగిలిన color box 2 ని black చేయంటి కోరితో
ప్రత్యేకించగా నిలువించాం. అతనికి నిదీదించి మర౉కస్తరి play
చేయంటి.

30. **To stop video time at 13 minute 51 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to change the both color box 1 and color box 2
from color palette and draw rectangle as shown in the video and then play the
video again.

ఆపండి మిగిలిన ఆసాధారణం, గుర్తించాలని color palette నియంతర color box 1
మిగిలిన color box 2 ని black చేసి, ఆసాధారణం, గుర్తించాలని rectangleను
గీయంటి. తనను నిదీదించి మర౬ం ప్రత్యేకించగా play చేయంటి.

Note: - Remember Color box 1 and color box 2 should be the same color.

Note: - Color box 1 మిగిలిన color box 2 ని black చేసి, గుర్తించాలని rectangle
గీయంటి.

31. **To stop video time at 14 minute 09 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask students to change the both color box 1 and color box 2
from color palette and draw rectangles as shown in the video and then play the
video again.
32. To stop video time at 14 minute 30 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

33. To stop video time at 15 minute 38 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

34. To stop video time at 16 minute 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do color box 2 white and then ask to erase this picture?
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

35. To stop video time at 16 minute 41 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask how to make this picture?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయులని వీయోలో చూపిన వధ్ముగా చేయమనంి. Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
వద్దయులని వీయోని మర౉కస్టి పలుస్తరి వధ్ముగా చేయమనంి.

36. To stop video time at 17 minute 28 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Rectangle tool’ and then select ‘Fill’ option and ‘Solid color’ option and also ask students to do color box 1 and color box 2 same and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.
వద్దయులని వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయులని వీయోలో చూపిన వధ్ముగా చేయమనంి. తరువాత వీయోని మర౉కస్టి play చేయమనంి.

37. To stop video time at 18 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.
వద్దయులని వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయులని వీయోలో చూపిన వధ్ముగా చేయమనంి. తరువాత వీయోని మర౉కస్టి play చేయమనంి.

38. To stop video time at 18 minute 30 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.
వద్దయులని వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయులని వీయోలో చూపిన వధ్ముగా చేయమనంి. తరువాత వీయోని మర౉కస్టి play చేయమనంి.
39. To stop video time at 19 minute 06 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి వద్ద రుులని వీియోలో చూపిన వధ్ముగా చేయంి. తరువాత వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

40. To stop video time at 20 minute 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video.
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి వద్ద రుులని వీియోలో చూపిన వధ్ము మరేడం వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి వద్ద రుులని వీియోలో చూపిన వధ్ము మరేడం వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

41. To stop video time at 20 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to erase this picture?
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి వద్ద రుులని వీియో ని ఎలా చెరపాలి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
ఇప్పటికి వీియో ని ఎలా చెరపాలి మరేడం వీియోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

42. To stop video time at 20 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students, what the given picture is called?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

43. To stop video time at 22 minute 05 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select the ‘Rectangle tool’ and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

44. To stop video time at 22 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select fill option and solid color option and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

45. To stop video time at 23 minute 21 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.
46. To stop video time at 24 minute 42 seconds in VLC Media Player.
   Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

47. To stop video time at 25 minute 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.
   Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Text tool’ and then type as shown in the video.

48. To stop video time at 25 minute 46 seconds in VLC Media Player.
   Stop video here and ask students to close the MS-Paint file and shut down the computer and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 24 minute 42 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

To stop video time at 25 minute 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Text tool’ and then type as shown in the video.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

To stop video time at 25 minute 46 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to close the MS-Paint file and shut down the computer and then play the video again.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 10
Class 10 Summaries

✓ Open your laptop/notebook and switch on.
   మీ laptop/notebook ను ఒక తై స్వచ్ఛ చేయండి.

✓ How to open MS-Paint file and operate it.
   MS-Paint file ను ఒక తై స్వచ్ఛ చేయండి

✓ Use Rectangle tool.
   Rectangle tool ఉపయోగం.

✓ Use fill color in square.
   Square లో fill color ఉపయోగం.

✓ Use outline color.
   Outline color ఉపయోగం.

✓ How to make picture using rectangle tool, outline tool and fill color.
   Rectangle tool, outline tool మరియు fill color ఉపయోగించి
   picture ఓచ కలిగింది.

✓ How to shut down computer.
   Computer ను చేయండి shut down చేయండి?

49. To stop video time at 41 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask if they can tell, what do we need to use along with color box 1 to fill colors in your drawing?

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, drawing తో colors నొమాయిదని color box 1 తో పిన నింపగా సాధనా అవసరం?లంగం విధానాలు అంకుచేసి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

50. To stop video time at 1 minute 02 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they can tell with which tool do we use color box 2?

ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి, color box 2 తో color tool తో పిన కమాబడించాం?లంగం విధానాలు అంకుచేసి.

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

51. To stop video time at 1 minute 30 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask them if they can tell what is the difference between ‘Color box1’ and ‘Color box2’?
ఇక్కడ విడిచి ప్రశ్నించి, ‘Color box1’ మరియు ‘Color box2’ తో వివిధత ఉంది?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
జవాబులను ప్రబలంగా సరి సాధనం ఉంటుంది మరియు కార్యకారికత వేరు చేసి బెహిరంప ప్లే చేయండి.

52. To stop video time at 2 minute 38 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what is it?
ఇక్కడ విడిచి ప్రశ్నించి, వద్ద వాళ్లర ఎదురుగా ఉనా picture ని చూడి ఏమిటి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అదిని పరిసరంలో ప్రతిష్ఠించండి మరియు కార్యకారికత వేరు చేసి బెహిరంప ప్లే చేయండి.
53. To stop video time at 2 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask which tool will be used for make this picture?

ఇక్కడ మిగిలిన అంకితం కంటే చిత్రం ఆ ప్రదేశం లో ఎందుకు టూలు ఉంటాయి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

అన్ని జాబిబాలు తెలుపించండి మరియు సరిహద్దు జాబిబాలను ప్రతిపాదించండి.

54. To stop video time at 3 minute 10 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to make this picture?

ఇక్కడ మిగిలిన అంకితం కంటే చిత్రం ఆ ప్రదేశం లో ఎందుకు టూలు ఉంటాయి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

అన్ని జాబిబాలు తెలుపించండి మరియు సరిహద్దు జాబిబాలను ప్రతిపాదించండి.

55. To stop video time at 4 minute 09 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Rectangle tool’ and ‘Solid color’ from Fill option and also ask to do both color box same color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.
56. **To stop video time at 4 minute 43 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to draw two filled black rectangles as shown in the video and then play the video again.

57. **To stop video time at 5 minute 06 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

58. **To stop video time at 5 minute 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw as shown in the video.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.
59. To stop video time at 5 minute 51 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask how to erase this picture?
వీడియో సమయాను మాత్రమే ఎలా పెట్టతోంది?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

60. To stop video time at 6 minute 06 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what is it?
అది ఏమిటి?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
61. To stop video time at 6 minute 17 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask will they be able to make this picture?

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వాళ్ళర ఈ picture ని గీయగలరా?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

అనానా వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

62. To stop video time at 6 minute 30 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to draw this picture and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి వద్దయ రుులని ఈ picture ని గీయమనంి.

తరువాత వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

63. To stop video time at 7 minute 07 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Rectangle tool’ and ‘Solid color’ from Fill option and also ask to do both color box same color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

64. To stop video time at 7 minute 31 seconds in VLC Media Player.
   Stop video here and ask students to change the both color box color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

65. To stop video time at 7 minute 52 seconds in VLC Media Player.
   Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

66. To stop video time at 8 minute 21 seconds in VLC Media Player.
   Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

67. To stop video time at 8 minute 49 seconds in VLC Media Player.
   Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

68. To stop video time at 9 minute 16 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

69. To stop video time at 10 minute 56 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw the windows as shown in the video and then play the video again.

70. To stop video time at 12 minute 54 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw the windows as shown in the video and then play the video again.

71. To stop video time at 13 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

72. To stop video time at 14 minute 42 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw the windows as shown in the video and then play the video again.

73. To stop video time at 19 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select the ‘Line tool’ and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

74. To stop video time at 19 minute 59 seconds in VLC Media Player.
    Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

75. To stop video time at 21 minute 29 seconds in VLC Media Player.
    Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

76. To stop video time at 25 minute 44 seconds in VLC Media Player.
    Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

77. To stop video time at 25 minute 53 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask if they can tell how to erase this picture?
ఇక్కడ విడిచిపిండి చాలాటే, చాలాటే పాయాటే? అనే రిట్యాండ్టీ చెందాయా?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
నంతరం విడిచి మాటి నంతార నంతార విడిచి మాటి నంతార విడిచి మాటి

78. To stop video time at 26 minute 02 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to look at picture in front of them and tell what is it?
ఇక్కడ విడిచిన చాలాటే, ఇక్కడ విడిచిన చాలాటే నంతార నంతార చాలాటే పాయాటే? అనే రిట్యాండ్టీ.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
నంతారం విడిచి మాటి నంతార నంతార నంతారం విడిచి మాటి నంతారం విడిచి మాటి

79. To stop video time at 26 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask if they can make this picture by themselves?
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, ఈ pictureలు వాళ్ళర సఱంతగా గీయాలను అని అడగంి.
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
అడగంి వణం మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

80. To stop video time at 27 minute 08 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Rectangle tool’ and ‘Solid color’ from Fill option and also ask to select any color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, వద్దయ రుులని Fill option నుం ‘Rectange tool’ మరియు ‘Solid color’ ని select చేసి వీయోలో చూపిన వధ్ముగా గీయమనంి. తరువాత వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

81. To stop video time at 28 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play then video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి, వద్దయ రుులని Fill option నుం ‘Solid color’ ని select చేసి వీయోం చూపిన వధ్ముగా గీయమనంి. తరువాత వీయోని మర౉కస్తరి play చేయంి.

82. To stop video time at 28 minute 39 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do color box 2 white and draw a rectangle as shown in the video and then play the video again.

83. To stop video time at 29 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

84. To stop video time at 33 minute 31 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to draw as shown in the video and then play then video again.

85. To stop video time at 34 minute 34 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to fill the color inside the picture as shown in the video.

86. To stop video time at 34 minute 38 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to close the MS-Paint file and shut down the computer and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపండు వద్దయ రులని MS-Paint file close చేయండి. తరువాత వీయోనిమర౉కస్తరి play చేయండి.

87. To stop video time at 34 minute 59 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to close the MS-Paint file and shut down the computer and then play the video again.

ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపండు వద్దయ రులని MS-Paint file close చేయండి. తరువాత వీయోనిమర౉కస్తరి play చేయండి.
Complete teacher’s manual for Paint 1 Class 11
Class 11 Summaries

✓ How to open laptop/notebook and switch on?
  Llaptop/notebook ని open చేయట్ం మరియు switch on చేయట్ం ఎలా?

✓ How to open MS-paint file and operate it?
  MS-Paint file ని open చేయట్ం మరియు operate చేయట్ం ఎలా?

✓ How to use oval tool?
  Oval tool ని ఎలా వాడాలి?

✓ What is use of command?
  Command ఉపయోగం ఏమిట్ి?

✓ What is Undo & Redo command?
  Undo &Redo command ఉపయోగం ఏమిట్ి?

✓ What is Copy & Paste?
  Copy & Paste అంటే ఏమిట్ి?

✓ What is Cut & Paste?
  Cut & Paste ఎంతే ఏమిట్ి?

✓ How to use selection tool?
  Selection tool ని ఎలా వాడాలి?

✓ What is transparent selection?
  Transparent selection అంటే ఏమిట్ి?

✓ Make a picture using command, oval tool & fill color.
  command, oval tool & fill color ఉపయోగించి ఒక pictureం గీయండి.

✓ How to Close MS-Paint file?
  MS-Paint file ని ఎలా close చేయాలి?

✓ How to Shut down computer?
Computer ని ఎలా shut down చేయాలి?

88. To stop video time at 31 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what did they learn in the previous classes?
ఇకక డవీయోని ఆపంి కింలటి ాస్స్తలోస్ వాళ్ళర  ఏమి నేరుు కున్నా రు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again.
స్మారత వాళ్ళర మామా మిల్లిలుంగి మిర్రారి play చేసాంటి.

89. To stop video time at 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to open MS-Paint file and then play the video again.
ఇకక డవీయోని ఆపంి కింలటి ాస్స్తలోస్ MS-Paint file యే open చేసాంటి నంమి మిల్లిలుంగి మిర్రిచేసి play చేసాంటి.
90. To stop video time at 1 minute 21 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they know what a command is?
ఇకకడ వీడియోని ఆపంగా, command అంటే ఏమి తెలుసుకోవచ్చు? అంటే అంటే?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again.
అనుపాతం వనంగా మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం వీడియోని మరొకస్తరి play చేయండి.

91. To stop video time at 1 minute 42 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they know why we use ‘Undo’ command?
ఇకకడ వీడియోని ఆపంగా, ‘Undo’ commandఅంటే ఏమి తెలుసుకోవచ్చు?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again.
అనుపాతం వనంగా మరియు సరైన జవాబు కొసం play చేయండి.
92. To stop video time at 2 minute 00 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask what is shortcut command for ‘Undo’?
ఇకక డ వీియోని ఆపంి లేకుండా ‘Undo’ షట్టోరచంచి దాదాయంి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again.
అనిపించంి మరుంపు వీయోని మర్మతిని ప్లే చేయంి.

93. To stop video time at 2 minute 29 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Line tool’ and draw three lines as shown in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి లేకుండా ‘Line tool’  ని సాంచి మరుంపు దాదాయంి వారిన తీవ్రమని కించించంి.

94. To stop video time at 2 minute 47 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to erase the line with help of ‘Undo’ command as explain in the video and then play the video again.
ఇకక డ వీయోని ఆపంి లేకుండా వద్ద యులు మరుంపు దాదాయంి వారిన తరువాత ‘Undo’ షట్టోరచంచి సాంచి మరుంపు ప్లే చేయంి.

95. To stop video time at 3 minute 09 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to erase all the lines with help of the undo as shown in the video and then play the video again.
96. తప్పనించాలి, సమాధానాలను తెలుపడం సాధారణం. ‘Undo’ command సాధారణం ఆ లింగాల లో ఉండటం సాధారణం. అంటే రెండు లింగాలు చెరుపించాలి నాటికీ వీడియోని మరుకారు ప్లే చేయండి.

97. To stop video time at 3 minute 20 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask them if they know why we use ‘Redo’ command? అంటే ఉపయోగాలలో మినమైన ‘Redo’ command ఎంత పరిస్థితులలో ఉపయోగించడానికి ఉపయోగించుకోవాలి?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again.

సాధారణం విడిది మొదటి తరువాత మరుకారు ప్లే చేయండి.

Stop video here and ask what is shortcut command for ‘Redo’?

అంటే ఉపయోగాలలో మినమైన ‘Redo’ shortcut command ఎంత పరిస్థితులలో ఉపయోగించడానికి ఉపయోగించుకోవాలి?
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Just listen to the answers and play the video again.

98. To stop video time at 4 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to bring back that line with help of ‘Redo’ which they had erased as explained in the video and then play the video again.

99. To stop video time at 5 minute 02 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to bring back all lines with help of ‘Redo’ as shown in the video.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

100. To stop video time at 5 minute 14 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask them if they know why we use ‘Copy’ command?

101. To stop video time at 5 minute 37 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask what is shortcut command for ‘Copy’?
ఇక్కడ వీడియోని స్టప్ చేయండి, ‘Copy’ లో స్క్రూట్ కంట్రాక్స్ కి ఏమిటి మరియు అదనం కాదు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again.
ప్రతి ప్రతి సమాధానాన్ని నిర్ధిష్టం చేయండి మరియు వీడియోని మరు ప్రారంభం చేయండి.

102. **To stop video time at 6 minute 00 seconds in VLC Media Player.**

Stop video here and ask if they know what is ‘Oval’?
ఇక్కడ వీడియోని స్టప్ చేయండి, ‘Oval’ ఎంతె ఎంచుకుంటారు?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again.
ప్రతి ప్రతి సమాధానాన్ని నిర్ధిష్టం చేయండి మరియు వీడియోని మరు ప్రారంభం చేయండి.

103. **To stop video time at 6 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Oval’ and draw a small oval as shown in the video and then play the video again.

104. **To stop video time at 7 minute 10 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select the oval as shown in the video and then play the video again.

105. **To stop video time at 7 minute 27 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to do copy as explained in the video and then play the video again.

106. **To stop video time at 7 minute 41 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to do paste as explain in the video and then play the video again.

107. **To stop video time at 8 minute 32 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

108. **To stop video time at 8 minute 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

Stop video here and ask them if they know what ‘Cut’ means?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again.

Stop video here and ask if they know what ‘Cut’ means?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again.

Stop video here and ask if they know what ‘Cut’ means?
112. **To stop video time at 10 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Oval’ and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

113. **To stop video time at 10 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select the lower portion of the oval as shown in the video and then play the video again.

114. **To stop video time at 10 minute 46 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to cut as shown in the video and then play the video again.
115. **To stop video time at 11 minute 21 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

116. **To stop video time at 11 minute 53 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask will they be able to make this picture?

117. **To stop video time at 12 minute 22 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Oval’ and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.
118. To stop video time at 12 minute 40 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

119. To stop video time at 13 minute 09 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

120. To stop video time at 13 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do ‘Transparent selection’ as shown in the video and then play the video again.

121. To stop video time at 13 minute 45 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

122. To stop video time at 13 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.

123. To stop video time at 15 minute 33 seconds in VLC Media Player.
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.
124. To stop video time at 17 minute 05 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students if they can make this picture or not?
Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.

125. To stop video time at 17 minute 29 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Oval’ and draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

126. To stop video time at 17 minute 56 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Oval tool’ and ‘Solid color’ from Fill option and also ask to do color box 2 white and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.
127. **To stop video time at 18 minute 15 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw ovals as shown in the video and then play the video again.

128. **To stop video time at 18 minute 47 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the color and draw ovals as shown in the video.

129. **To stop video time at 20 minute 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students, if they will be able to make this picture?

Just listen to the answers and play the video again for the correct answer.
130. **To stop video time at 20 minute 51 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Oval’ and ‘Solid color’ from Fill option and also ask to do both color box same color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

131. **To stop video time at 21 minute 16 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the both color box color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

132. **To stop video time at 21 minute 36 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to change the both color box color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

133. **To stop video time at 22 minute 26 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video.

134. **To stop video time at 22 minute 44 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to erase the picture.

Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.
135. To stop video time at 22 minute 50 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to make this given picture and then play the video again.

136. To stop video time at 23 minute 18 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to select ‘Oval’ and ‘Solid color’ from Fill option and also ask to do both color box same color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

137. To stop video time at 23 minute 29 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to change the both color box color and then draw as shown in the video and then play the video again.

138. To stop video time at 24 minute 00 seconds in VLC Media Player.

Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video and then play the video again.
139. **To stop video time at 24 minute 39 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to do as shown in the video.
Now just check if everyone has done so and play the video again.

140. **To stop video time at 25 minute 10 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to click on the ‘File’ option and box will appear as shown in the video and then play the video again.

141. **To stop video time at 25 minute 17 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type their name in the file name box and ask to click on the ‘Save’ button as shown in the video.
Now just check whether students have saved their file or not then play the video again.

142. **To stop video time at 25 minute 38 seconds in VLC Media Player.**
Stop video here and ask students to type their name in the file name box and ask to click on the ‘Save’ button as shown in the video.
Now just check whether students have saved their file or not then play the video again.